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A Shor t  P roo f  o f  Sperner ' s  Lemma 
Let S denote a set of N objects. By a Sperner collection on S we mean 
a collection of subsets of S such that no one contain another. In [1], 
Sperner showed that no such collection could have more than NCtN/~ 
members. This follows immediately from the somewhat stronger 
THEOREM. Let F be a Sperner collection on S. Then 
~aer2cC~all ~ 1, 
where I A] denotes the cardinality of A. 
PROOF. For each A c S, exactly [ A I!(N -- [ A l)t maximal chains 
of S (as a lattice under set inclusion) contain A. Since none of the N! 
maximal chains of S meet F more than once, we have 
proving the theorem. 
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